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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to the March Orange Rag, where we have two exclusives for our readers as well as the usual
round up of all the month’s top stories, funding announcements, wins and deals and people moves.
The first exclusive is the news that magic circle law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer has appointed a
new CIO. He follows in the footsteps of chief digital and technology officer Charlotte Baldwin, who was
brought in to transform Freshfields’ tech stack. The change of title to CIO is reflective of the fact that
Freshfields is now moving into a phase of leveraging the largely cloud-based infrastructure it has in
place and focusing on becoming more data driven. Head to our top story for all the details.
We also share for the first time the exclusive results of a human v machine showdown with litigation
review software LitiGate, which is a bit of fun and (spoiler alert) great press for LitiGate. But it brings
home the point that these days if you are not using appropriate available technology, your client
should be asking why.
Our vendor of the month is LexisNexis. In March Lexis unveiled a new API Developer Portal that allows
law firms and legal departments to integrate legal data, content and analytics from a variety of
LexisNexis applications and data sources into their existing systems, applications and processes. Also in
March, Lexis announced the official launch of Lexis+ UK, which gives legal professionals access to its
research, technology-aided insights and practical guidance in one place. Lexis is investing huge sums to
make its technology more available at the point of need, and we particularly applaud the portal.
Our law firm of the month is Freshfields, which has made some smart changes to its underlying
technology infrastructure including going live on the iManage Cloud and Salesforce CRM, and under its
new CIO will be looking at how it moves from predictive to prescriptive analytics and achieving data
interoperability.
I'd also like to say congratulations to venture fund Bryce Catalyst, which was part of not one, but three
big legal tech fundraises announced in March. We have the details of all three in our funding section.
No welcome would be complete without noting the awful atrocities that have taken place in Ukraine
this month, and we applaud the law firms that have exited Moscow. We have been tracking law firm
efforts to distance themselves from Russia, and encourage you to take a look at the articles on
legaltechnology.com if you haven’t already.

Caroline Hill
Editor-in-Chief, Legal IT Insider

EXCLUSIVE
FRESHFIELDS APPOINTS
CHRISTOPHER SMITH AS CIO
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer has appointed Christopher Smith as its chief information officer, we can reveal. Smith, who is
based in New York, will lead the magic circle firm’s information technology division globally. Between May 2021 and now he
has held the role of chief data officer at Freshfields. However, he was originally brought in as a consultant in November 2020
by former IT chief Charlotte Baldwin, to help evaluate Freshfields’ existing tech stack and attitudes to IT across the firm.
Smith has worked in legal technology for well over 20 years. Much of that was as the director of technology and knowledge
management at white shoe New York firm Sullivan & Cromwell, where he latterly held the role of chief knowledge
management and innovation officer.
Speaking to Legal IT Insider about whether it is significant that he comes from a KM background, Smith said: “Yes, I do think it
is significant, although the KM role I built at my previous firm was more tech orientated.” He added: “KM means something
different in the US and is more about systems and information flow than hands-on lawyering. I’ve always had a different
perspective and one of the advantages it gives me is that I really have an understanding of lawyers and what they think and
do. Yes, I have the tech chops, but the most important thing is to understand the business and how lawyers think.”
Smith says the other factor that makes him suited to the CIO role is his experience in leading technology organisations,
commenting: “I’m used to motivating technologists so they have an exciting engagement, because they are a different kind
of individual.”
Freshfields is widely regarded as making inroads in the United States having launched in Silicon Valley in the pandemic and
made significant recent hires in New York. The appointment of a New York-based CIO cannot be viewed as coincidental, and
Smith says: “It signifies that we’re global and is a testament to the firm’s commitment to the United States,” adding: “I can be
effective wherever I am and am comfortable moving back and forth.”
Freshfields has 4,959 employees globally, so Smith is certainly likely to have to do a significant amount of back and forth,
particularly as he observes: “People talk about the alignment of technology with the business but as a firm we prefer
technology to be in the midst of what we do, not just aligned with us.”
His role will be to build on the infrastructure put in place by Baldwin, who specialises in operational transformation. That
infrastructure includes having gone live six months ago across the firm on the iManage Cloud; moved to an Office 365
environment; implemented Salesforce for client relationship management; and implemented Microsoft Teams across the
firm.
Smith said: “We are significantly in the cloud and went through the transition to a virtual workforce very well. Charlotte has
done an amazing job and I am aware that I absolutely have to maintain that platform of work that she has put in place.”
Smith formally started on 1 March and says that much of his first 30 days has been about listening to people and what is
working well. He says: “The good thing is that things are working very well. The opportunity now is to move from a period of
transformation to one where we can rapidly move through smaller projects at a velocity that you can’t achieve on these
larger applications.”
Managing and leveraging the firm’s data will be key, and Smith says: “It is important that we become a more data driven
organisation and let hard data guide our decisions rather than a narrative about what looks good and feels right. The
question is how do we go from being a hundreds of years old hugely successful business to looking at what the data is telling
us, and how much of a lever is that.”
Smith’s priority will be to create a central data environment, ensuring that the firm has data interoperability and maintains
its data integrity. That will include working with Collibra for data cataloguing and looking at data warehouse options. Smith
says: “You have best in breed business applications and they all have different interfaces and ways of doing things, but you
need interoperability at the data layer in case you need to react and snap in a different CRM or accounting system.”

Smith is unlikely to be rushing out to buy the latest AI tool for the sake of it and comments: “There was a lot of smoke
about AI for a while but IBM pulling back on Watson in the medical field has made people realise that its harder than
people think. The real question is when to use machine learning and predictive modelling and what we do as a law firm is
often more complex than what AI is good for.”
Freshfields uses Kira Systems (now part of Litera) and has a data science team but Smith concludes: “I’m not running
around beating a drum saying AI. There is a tremendous amount of value from good clean tech and more value in our
lawyers understanding what they have and the power of the platform than throwing too much new stuff at them.
“We have really done a lot and there is a runway of work to embrace that as our lawyers see fit, and to listen and watch
how the lawyers put it to use.”
In a statement, Freshfields managing partner Alan Mason said: “Technology, digital and data are critical components in our
global strategy and over the past few years we have achieved a great deal through a focus on the digital transformation of
our business. As we pivot to a post-digital transformation phase, Chris will play an integral role in ensuring the firm
continues to deliver cutting-edge technology that supports the provision of exceptional client service.”

EXCLUSIVE
LAWYER VS. MACHINE
THE SHOWDOWN
In the first staged lawyer v machine battle we’ve seen for a long time, trainee solicitor Lucy Moore from Taylor Wessing and
Cambridge law graduate and seasoned disputes handler Emily McCormack from Hogan Lovells recently went head-to-head
in a race to conduct a review of the Hillary Clinton email case – one using LitiGate’s AI-powered lifecycle platform, the other
reviewing the case manually. Participants were asked to identify the key points, actors and events in the well-known case,
after reviewing over 250 pages of raw data from Clinton’s leaked emails.
LitiGate classifies, dates, de-duplicates and clusters documents, so the case becomes searchable and indexed. Moore used
LitiGate to conduct her case review, while McCormack conducted her research manually, with the results measured in
terms of duration and accuracy.
The results are striking: McCormack completed the tasks in 18hr 42 minutes over a number of days, identifying 82 different
events, while Moore completed the same tasks in 1h 28 mins and identified 120 events.
Moore said: “The fact that LitiGate enabled me to complete today’s task 18 times quicker than Emily not only shows how
technology can streamline the case review process, but also how accurate it is.”

In a video recorded by LitiGate and shared here for the first time, Moore adds: “We are going to be able to turn around
tasks so much faster because it’s less time intensive for trainees and junior lawyers or even more senior lawyers up to
partners to be able to dip in and out of tasks and have information so much more at your fingertips than we have ever had
before.”
Lawyer v machine challenges have been staged sporadically ever since IBM Watson won Jeopardy. In 2017, the now
defunct CaseCrunch won a man v machine competition to accurately predict case outcomes.
Never without drama, we have also seen ‘robot fights’ in which Casetext famously challenged competitor Ross Intelligence
(now also folded) to a head-to-head challenge at LegalWeek in New York back in 2018 – Ross declined to participate but
Casetext went ahead, as broadcast live by Bob Ambrogi from LawSites.
Hats off to LitiGate for doing a professional job of pitching lawyer against machine under measured and recorded
circumstances.
While the video is great press for LitiGate, it is also an illustration of the fact that if law firms are not using appropriate
technology to undertake these sorts of manual reviews, clients ought to be asking questions as to why.

Nimrod Aharon, LitiGate’s founder and CEO, said: “Today’s study was great fun, but the results are clear. LitiGate is helping
lawyers around the world to transform manual tasks and data analysis work. A dispute is about understanding and
communicating the story and we helped Lucy to build that story quickly and efficiently, at the same time as managing her
case documents and connecting the dots in the case.”

TOP STORIES
BIGHAND RESTRUCTURE
EXCLUSIVE: ANTHONY BLEASDALE
TAKES OVER IN NEWLY CREATED
ROLE OF MD OF DOCUMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
As we first revealed on 29 March, BigHand has appointed its APAC managing director Anthony Bleasdale to the newly
created role of MD of document productivity as part of a restructure that sees BigHand focus on providing clients with the
best domain expertise regardless of geography. While BigHand will still have in-region experts, going forward the 80-strong
document productivity team across all regions will fall under Bleasdale, in a bid to better leverage BigHand’s global talent
pool.
BigHand is divided between three core businesses: workflow, which is headed by North America president Eric Wangler;
profitability, headed by Rob Stote and Tom Jones; and document productivity, headed by Bleasdale.
Jones founded Iridium Technology, which was acquired by BigHand in February this year. Following that acquisition, the UK
-headquartered company has now reached 350 members of staff.
As part of its restructure, a new global steering committee comprised of the business heads and leaders from the likes of
marketing, sales, support and implementation and product will meet each month.

In FY23 BigHand will launch a new document productivity customer programme, mirroring its existing programme for
workflow customers. The workflow customer committee group in North America meet every six weeks to share learning
and feedback.
BigHand’s document creation solution includes standardised templates, metadata stripping, and pitch and proposal
software. Bleasdale’s appointment follows what he describes as a “hugely successful” year for document creation, and he
told Legal IT Insider: “When we’re talking with customers and clients, what they want is easy and simple to use technology.
The biggest output is document drafting and it needs to be not time consuming but easy to use. They want simple tools to
deliver those documents and we have been really focused on that and creating a solution that delivers on its promise of
being easy to use. The IT team doesn’t want something that is going to create a headache and the success of our solutions
is because we don’t overcomplicate things.”
BigHand’s document productivity business now has around 1200 clients in North America and Asia Pacific and in the UK
that has grown by 50-60 clients in the last year. Its acquisitions include UK template management vendor Iphelion in 2019.

TALKING TECH
SHAPING YOUR IT TEAM FOR THE
FUTURE
Legal IT Insider, in partnership with leading legal cloud provider CTS, is conducting a far-reaching survey looking at the
future shape of law firm IT departments, and to what extent technology is driving the efficiency and productivity it should.
We will be looking at the changing role of IT within large law, including how firms are reskilling their IT teams and how
long-term priorities are shifting. We will also be looking at how the needs of legal teams are changing. And we will be
asking to what extent IT is or should be outsourced for maximum efficiency.
This is an important benchmark survey so please take part HERE and make sure you sign up for our webinar where we will
disclose and discuss the results.

We will be joined by Seddons’ COO James Temple and CTS’ in-house legal CIO David Fazakerley. Those who have signed up
will get snippets of some of the key findings ahead of the webinar, so make sure you sign up now.

28th April 2022 4pm BST
REGISTER FOR YOUR FREE WEBINAR PLACE HERE

TALKINGTECH
WATCH OUR WEBINAR ON USING
RPA TO AUTOMATE YOUR BILLING
PROCESSES
Leading UK trade union law firm Thompsons Solicitors is using robotic process automation (RPA) to automate its billing
processes, working with London-headquartered vendor Automation Outcomes, which are a mix of business analysts,
developers and process automation experts.
In this webinar, we spoke with Automation Outcomes co-founder Gavin Price and Thompsons’ head of IT and business
process Peter Kettleborough about the journey so far, including the process they have been through to eliminate the
repetitive work being done by Thompsons’ billing team.
Thompsons does a high volume of personal injury claims, from ‘trips and slips’ to complex, high value claims. The sheer
volume of cases and the pressure on margins in the insurance sector means that the firm is constantly looking for ways to
gain efficiency in its processes.
Kettleborough, who has been with Thompsons for eight and half years and before that was head of IT at Plexus Law,
talked us through the change management program so far and what the firm is looking at in terms of its roadmap.
This was a really fascinating conversation about how you can automate manual and repetitive steps, enabling staff to
engage in more value-add tasks.

FUNDING
NORTH AMERICA
US LEGAL TRAINING PROVIDER ALTACLARO RAISES $2.5M LED BY
BRYCE CATALYST
US interactive online legal training provider AltaClaro has raised a $2.5M series seed preferred financing round. The New
York City-headquartered company says it will use the funds to expand its product offerings and continuing to grow its
market share.
The financing round was led by Bryce Catalyst, a leading legal tech fund whose general partner Cary Burch is the former
chief innovation officer of Thomson Reuters. Co-investors include LearnStart, the seed-stage investment arm of
LearnCapital, whose investments include successful companies such as Coursera, and global law firm Orrick’s Legal
Technology Innovation initiative.
Launched by attorneys in 2017, AltaClaro uses a learn-by-doing approach, providing training for some of the largest law
firms in the world including Skadden Arps, Hogan Lovells, Ropes & Gray, Orrick and Barnes & Thornburg.
“Law firm cost pressures are mounting alongside record associate turnover rate,” said Abdi Shayesteh, CEO and founder of
AltaClaro. “For years, training at firms has yielded inconsistent results – full of unconscious bias. It has become a strategic
imperative for law firms to adapt – and until now – they haven’t been able to find a scalable cost-effective solution.”
“It’s exciting to hear first-hand how AmLaw 200 firms are reaping the benefits of AltaClaro’s platform. AltaClaro has
become an essential part of a firm’s training and development – associates love their courses and practice group leaders
are seeing results with increased productivity and efficiency,” said Cary Burch, president and CEO of Bryce Catalyst. “We
are excited to be investors and advisors for this talented team that is transforming the way lawyers become practice-ready
at every stage of their career.”
As part of Bryce Catalyst’s investment, Burch has been appointed to AltaClaro’s board of directors.
“From being one of AltaClaro’s beta customers two years ago to now one of its largest, Orrick knows first-hand how
solutions like AltaClaro can make work better for our associates and our teams,“ said Wendy Butler Curtis, chief innovation
officer at Orrick. “As we invest in the best data-driven companies at the crossroads of legal and tech, we are thrilled to
partner with AltaClaro.”

BRYCE CATALYST LEADS FUNDING ROUND FOR FEMALE FOUNDED
REGTECH COMPANY VITAL4
March also saw Bryce Catalyst lead a $4m growth funding round for female founded regtech company Vital4.
Co-Founded in 2016, by Kristin Stafford and Amy Barbieri, Vital4 offers AI-driven data screening, monitoring and due
diligence solutions, including Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Know Your Customer (KYC), FCPA (Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act), FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act) and UK Bribery Act compliant global screening.
“We are thrilled to be working with Bryce Catalyst,” says Stafford, CEO of Vital4. “The team at Bryce Catalyst understands
our vision to tirelessly perfect due diligence through technology and they have significant expertise in building and scaling
software companies.”
“Our software is disrupting the market by replacing outdated and manual ways of sorting through massive amounts of
data. Vital4 can quickly deliver quality and up-to-date information that helps organizations save time, money and mitigate
risk with customers, suppliers, contractors, partners, employees, and other risk associated third-party relationships.” says
Barbieri, who is president & chief growth officer at Vital4. “This round of funding will enable more seamless solutions for
our customers and support our accelerated growth as a business.”
As part of the investment, Cary Burch and Scott Carter from Bryce Catalyst have joined the Vital4’s board of directors.

REYNEN COURT RAISES $4.3M FROM INVESTORS INCLUDING BRYCE
CATALYST AND FOREFRONT VENTURE PARTNERS
In yet another big deal for Bryce Catalyst in March, Reynen Court on 8 March announced the closing of $4.3m of additional
financing. New investors included Bryce Catalyst and Forefront Venture Partners. Existing investors participating in the
new round include global, early-stage VC Ventech and international law firms Clifford Chance and Latham & Watkins.
Prins H LLC, an investment vehicle controlled by Reynen Court founder and CEO Andy Klein, is investing in this round
together with Ventech, a global early-stage venture capital fund that partners with entrepreneurs to develop and deploy
transformative technologies. This round follows the company’s initial $7 million funding in December 2018 by Prins H,
Latham & Watkins and Clifford Chance.
Reynen Court provides a platform – akin to an app store – where firms and law departments can research, test, adopt and
manage cloud-based software applications.
Since its inception, a consortium of twenty of the largest global law firms has actively supported the company’s
development. More recently, a second consortium of twenty-two global banks and corporations came together to
collaborate with Reynen Court and its law firm consortium.
“The legal industry is facing an onslaught of new software applications and most of these have been designed and built to
leverage cloud-computing,” commented Cary Burch, the president and CEO of Bryce Catalyst and former SVP and chief
innovation officer at Thomson Reuters. “Due to security and data protection policies, however, it is extremely costly and
time consuming for large legal organizations to vet and secure permission to use new SaaS solutions. By making it easy for
law firms and law departments to adopt and run third-party software applications in private cloud infrastructure under
their own control, we believe Reynen Court is strongly positioned to play a central role in the transformation of the legal
industry that is well underway.”
“We are impressed with Reynen Court’s strong traction and unprecedented support from so many of the largest law firms
and corporate legal departments,” added Phil Nadel, managing director of Forefront Venture Partners, a recent investor in
several legal technology companies. “The company’s proprietary and highly differentiated platform solves critical
problems for both buyers and sellers of AI, smart contracts and other new cloud-based software applications. The team
has deep legal sector and technology expertise. Co-investors are high caliber and very active.”

ZERO SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES A $12M SERIES A AFTER IT QUADRUPLES
IN SIZE IN A YEAR
San-Francisco-headquartered automatic time capture solution Zero Systems on 1 March announced its $12M Series A
investment round, led by seed venture capital fund Streamlined Ventures, bringing its total funding to date to $23m.
Zero has grown over the past year from 23 to 80 people, with key hires including chief revenue officer, Eelco van Maaren,
whose past roles include senior director of enterprise sales at Salesforce, and who was hired in October 2021 to drive
Zero’s go to market strategy. Head of sales Kevin Podd joined in May 2021 from Exterro, where he was regional vice
president of sales.
Speaking to Legal IT Insider about the Series A, which took place in December, CEO and co-founder Alex Babin said:
“Funding came at the right time as we were growing and needed more people. What happened is that we grew in terms of
people, clients, revenue and products, so we have seen growth on all fronts. We have Apollo launched in November, which
is a big deal – Apollo automatically captures time spent on your desktop, extending what we do on a mobile, so it’s the
same feature set.”
Babin says that one major change over the past year is that Zero has changed its model from identifying as a software
company to an automation company. “We have APIs that other partners can use to leverage our AI engine in their
products, and we are growing the partner ecosystem to become a platform play, which is much more scalable,” he told
Legal IT Insider.
Babin and the team started looking to raise in around September and have known Streamline Ventures since they went
out for seed funding. Babin said: “Some of the guys are new and some are existing. They all see that putting money in will
help us to grow faster.” The other participants in the fund include 468 Capital, AltaIR Capital, PBJ Capital, Gutbrain
Ventures, s16vc, AiSprouts VC, and Paul Grewal.

The new funding will help Zero to focus on its marketing activities and Babin says: “We’ve been quiet and 2022 is the year
for building our ecosystem in terms of our technical partners and expanding our marketing capability.” Zero already works
with legal document management and practice management leaders including OpenText, NetDocuments, Aderant and
Intapp, but Babin says: “The plan is very much to extend that network.” Zero will also be launching a couple of new
products, so watch this space.
According to Babin, Zero now works with nine of the Am Law 200 law firms.
“Zero’s software automation platform is the perfect solution for white-collar workers,” said Streamlined Ventures general
partner Ullas Naik in a statement. “For law firms and other services firms, most of the other generic productivity and
automation tools don’t suffice, as they have very specific security, compliance, and regulation requirements that apply to
their workflows. Zero has targeted and garnered significant adoption in Big Law and has since expanded into other whitecollar industries such as consulting and accounting. We are very excited to have invested in each of Zero’s financing rounds
since their seed round and we look forward to helping the company become a significant market leader.”
“Zero’s technology sits upon and optimizes existing legacy systems. It provides a secure layer of automation that runs in
the background, using autonomous virtual agents to mimic human decision-making in high-value, repetitive processes like
information prioritization and data classification,” said Gevorg Karapetyan, CTO and co-founder of Zero. “This automated
intelligence sits on billing, email, and document management systems, enabling organizations to increase productivity and
accuracy at the user and firm-wide level.”

FUNDING
UK & EMEA
THIRDFORT SECURES £15M SERIES A
Online verification startup Thirdfort in March announced that it has secured £15m Series A funding led by Breega and
Element Ventures, with TechCrunch reporting that the founders of ComplyAdvantage, Tessian, Fenergo, R3, Funding Circle
and Fidel also invested.
In a blog post on 8 March, Olly Thornton-Berry, managing director & co-founder of Thirdfort described the speed of growth
at the UK-founded company, which now has a team of 100 people.
He said: “Today, client ID verification, source of funds confirmation (guilty until proven innocent) and client funds transfer
requests still predominantly rely on disjointed and paper-based processes. Fraudsters and money launderers are ruthlessly
exploiting this by using fake IDs, falsified financial records and companies with obscure ownership structures.
“We’re building the first platform for businesses to use on both individuals and corporate clients that encompasses KYC
(know your client) and AML (anti-money laundering), Source of Funds, and secure payments – all powered by best-in-class
tech, Open Banking, and our own proprietary risk engine.”
You can read Thornton-Berry’s blog below in full and here is a link to the site

DELLA CLOSES $2.5M SEED FUNDING ROUND
Document review startup Della has raised $2.5 million from new and existing investors, after closing its first seed funding
round. New investor Pragmatech Ventures joins Thibault Poutrel, Frederic Montagnon and other international investors,
who have supported Della since its launch.
The funds will be used to grow Della’s presence in Europe and the USA, and enhance its AI capabilities, which make the
process of reviewing documents faster and more efficient. Della’s platform launched in January 2020 and is being used by
small and large law firms across multiple countries, including Mishcon de Reya LLP, Eversheds Sutherland, Fidal, and
several large multinational, enterprise organizations.
Christophe Frèrebeau, CEO and co-founder of Della, said: “The legal review market has moved away from simple data
extraction, to solutions that provide end-to-end support of the entire legal review process. AI has moved up the value
chain in legal, and users just don’t want to use pre-trained, customized AI, due to the time it takes to train those models
and the cost involved in doing that. Larger transfer learning-based models, like Della’s, are replacing those legacy solutions,
and we are enabling lawyers to use AI to help with more and more complex tasks.”

Evgeny Sergeev, founder and General Partner at Pragmatech Ventures and CEO of iDeals, comments: “Della is redefining
what people think legal tech can do, and we look forward to helping Della continue its impressive growth. We will be
supporting Christophe and the team across a wide range of tasks, from hiring to operations.

“It is hard to deny the relevance of artificial intelligence and its applications in the field of law, in general, and, in particular,
to legal review workflows. We strongly believe that Della will shape the future technology stack of both law firms and
corporate legal teams globally, and we plan to spend a significant amount of time with the company and its management
team to help them on their journey.”

OUTSIDE COUNSEL SELECTION: HENCE RAISES $1.8M IN SEED
FUNDING
Outside counsel selection startup Hence Technologies has raised $1.8m in seed funding, which it says will help it to expand
its legal services relationship management software following two successful pilots with global multinational law firms.
The Hence engine uses data and AI to help companies find the right lawyer, for the right matter. It aims to revolutionise
the relationships that corporates have with their external lawyers by enabling in-house teams to search and select counsel
based on firm, person, matter, location, and expertise.
The new funding brings the total raised by Hence to over $2.6m and, following pilots with a number of large multinational
corporations, the UK and Kigali-based company is now bringing the platform to market.
The high-profile angel investors and institutions involved in the round include Daglar Cizmeci and Daybreak Partners.
Hence was founded by Steve Heitkamp, Sean West and Arun Shanmuganathan. Heitkamp worked for years in data science
at data analytics giant Palantir. West has extensive experience advising the CEOs of some of the largest companies in the
world on risk, while Shanmuganathan is a mathematician and previously worked in the computer science faculty at the
African Leadership University.
West said: “Even the most innovative companies buy knowledge services like legal the same way they did 100 years ago –
through referrals and gut instinct. Hence empowers chief legal officers, general counsels and their teams with the data and
analysis they need to evaluate and make the right decisions for their organisations across hundreds of millions of dollars in
spend. The platform helps companies to draw insights from their own data for their own purposes, meaning that the
person buying legal services will get an unbiased view and will also be able to better manage performance with trusted
advisers.”
Matthew Ruesch, co-founder of investors Broad Creek Capital added: “As a former lawyer and current private equity
investor, I know how slowly the legal industry has been leveraging data and technology to improve efficiency. Especially
relative to other sectors. The opportunity to invest in a disruptive solution to performance optimization in the legal
industry at such an early stage is incredibly exciting.”

UK LEGAL TECH DIVORCE COMPANY AMICABLE SECURES FURTHER
£1.2M IN FUNDING
Lawyer-free UK divorce services company amicable has secured a further £1.2m in funding, led by 24Haymarket and
existing angel investors.
The funding follows a period of rapid growth for the business and comes at a pivotal time for the industry, with new ‘no
fault’ divorce legislation coming into effect in Spring 2022.
Amicable says it will use the investment to reach more customers, grow the team and to develop new technology to assist
couples with their financial settlements.
Commenting on this latest funding, Pip Wilson, CEO of amicable said: “From inception, amicable has disrupted the family
law market by taking a customer-eyed view of the legal services sector. We now stand on the edge of the biggest change
to divorce laws in over 50 years and we are hugely excited by the opportunity to help more couples and shape a changing
narrative around divorce for our customers.”
In 2020, there were 103,592 divorces granted in England and Wales with an average of £14561 spent in legal fees. The
latest funding of amicable follows a seed investment raise of $2m by legal tech divorce site Hello Divorce in July 2021.

James Campin, investment executive of 24Haymarket, said of amicable: “The business is in an excellent position to grow its
reach following the incoming No Fault divorce legislation and continue to provide a service enabling individuals to work
together and co-parent after separation. Following this capital injection, we hope that more individuals will be aware of
amicable’s offering to divorce harmoniously rather than get bogged down with the often long, difficult, and expensive
traditional lawyer-led approach.”

CYBERSECURITY
FAILURE TO PATCH AND
INTRODUCE MFA LED TO £98K ICO
FINE FOR TUCKERS SOLICITORS
UK criminal defence law firm Tuckers Solicitors was on 10 March fined £98,000 after a ransomware attack saw 60 court
bundles, including medical statements and witness statements, published on the dark web in 2020. In its ruling, the
Information Commissioners Office found that Tuckers contravened the General Data Protection Regulation 2016, by not
introducing multi-factor authentication for remote access, particularly given that the national law firm holds highly
sensitive and private data. It also delayed patching a critical vulnerability, which the NCSC warned in January was being
exploited by malicious actors. While the name of the specific vulnerability is redacted in the ICO’s statement, it is already in
the public domain that the vulnerability flagged by the NCSC in January 2020 was in Citrix.

With regard to MFA, the ICO said: “Had MFA been used, it could have substantially supported Tuckers in preventing access
to its network.”
It added: “The Commissioner is cognisant of the fact that Tuckers is unable to confirm exactly how the attacker entered its
network – however, the exploitation of a single username and password is a common exploitation method and is likely to
be one of two possible entry methods into the Tuckers network. The lack of MFA accordingly created a substantial risk of
personal data on Tuckers’ systems being exposed to consequences such as this attack.”
And the ICO concluded: “Taking into consideration the highly sensitive nature of the personal data that Tuckers was
processing, as well as the state of the art of MFA, and the costs of implementation, Tuckers should not have allowed access
to its network using only a single username and password. In doing so, it did not ensure appropriate security, including
protection against unauthorised and unlawful processing of its personal data, as required by Article 5(l)(f) GDPR.”
In terms of patch management, The NCSC announced in January 2020 that it was investigating multiple exploitations of a
critical vulnerability in the Citrix Application Delivery Controller (ADC) and Citrix Gateway that allows an unauthenticated
attacker to perform arbitrary code execution on a network. The vulnerability was widely reported online in early January
2020. Attackers appeared to be deploying various payloads once exploitation had taken place.
Citrix provided a patch on 19 January, but Tuckers only installed it in June 2022, five months after it was released. This was
despite the fact that the NCSC warned in its alert in January that it was important to install the latest updates as soon as
possible. The NCSC also published further advisory statements on the vulnerability.
The ICO says in its report: “The Commissioner has considered relevant industry standards of best practice, including the
ISO27002 suggestion that organisations should define a timeline to react to notifications of potentially relevant technical
vulnerabilities, and once a vulnerability has been identified, associated risks should be identified and actions taken, such as
patching the system to remove the vulnerability.”
It adds: “The Commissioner understands the CVE scored a CVSS5 of 9.8: A score of 9.8 is rated as “critical”. The ‘NCSC
Cyber Essentials’ requires patches that are rated as ‘high’ or ‘critical’ should be applied within 14 days of the release of the
patch. As stated, the patch was released in January 2020 and installed some five months later.”

The ICO concluded: “Taking into consideration the highly sensitive nature of the personal data that Tuckers were
processing, as well as the state of the security updates, and the costs of implementation for them, Tuckers should not have
been processing personal data on an infrastructure containing known critical vulnerabilities without appropriately
addressing the risk. In doing so, it did not ensure appropriate security, including protection against unauthorised and
unlawful processing of its personal data, as required by Article S(l)(f) GDPR.”
Tuckers argued that it was unlikely that an attacker would have exploited the vulnerability to gain access to the network
before June but then not executed the attack until August 2020. However, the ICO was not persuaded, commenting: “This
is a common attacker tactic used by advanced persistent threat groups. Accordingly, the Commissioner is not persuaded
that the passage of time from June 2020 (when the patch was implemented) and August 2020 (when the attacker
exfiltrated data) casts significant doubt on the likelihood of this patching delay having given the attacker the opportunity
they exploited. In any event, even if the attack did not exploit this delay, the delay was nonetheless a significant deficiency
in Tuckers’ technical measures that created the risk of serious incidents such as this.”
Lack of MFA and patching were not the only failures cited by the ICO, which found that personal data stored on Tuckers’
archive server that was subject to the attack had not been encrypted. It said: “The Commissioner accepts that encryption
of the personal data may not have prevented the ransomware attack. However, it would have mitigated some of the risks
this attack posed to the affected data subjects.”
The ICO’s Security Outcomes guidance suggests implementing technical controls such as encryption to prevent
unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data. The SRA also published guidance in 2017 which highlights
encryption as a cost-effective step in keeping information safe. The ICO ruling on Tuckers said: “…Tuckers should not have
been storing the archive bundles in unencrypted, plain text format. In doing so, it did not ensure appropriate security,
including protection against unauthorised and unlawful processing of its personal data, as required by Article S(l)(f) GDPR.
68. For the same reasons, Tuckers also failed to meet the requirements of Article 32(l)(a), which expressly cites the
encryption of personal data as an appropriate security measure.”
The criminal law firm failed a Cyber Essentials assessment in October 2019: the ICO observed that it should not only have
met but surpassed the requirements, commenting: “Given the personal data that Tuckers was processing, including special
category data of very vulnerable individuals, the Commissioner believes that it is reasonable to expect that the security
within Tuckers should have not only have met, but surpassed the basic requirements of Cyber Essentials. The fact that
some 10 months after failing Cyber Essentials it had still not resolved this issue is, in the Commissioner’s view, sufficient to
constitute a negligent approach to data security obligations.”
Further “negligent practices” included:
•processing personal data on an operating system which ended mainstream support in 2015 and extended support in
January 2020, meaning that it no longer received security updates. While the name is redacted in the report, it is
common knowledge that Windows 7 ended mainstream support in 2015 and extended support in January 2020.
•Storing court bundles after the seven-year retention period, some of which were exfiltrated through this attack. “A
failure to adhere to or to justify departures from its retention practices creates concerns about compliance with Article
S(l)(e) GDPR, which requires personal data to be “kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no
longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed,” the ICO found.
In deciding on the level of fine, mitigating factors included that Tuckers have engaged with third party experts to increase
the security of its systems; updated its infrastructure and implemented MFA. It has also instructed an outside vendor to
take care of updating and patching its core infrastructure and software. It has engaged with Cyber Griffin and agreed to
Cyber Griffin doing an audit of its security procedures prior to applying for Cyber Essentials and then Cyber Essentials Plus.
The firm has automated the deletion of person data in its case management system on the expiry of the retention period
and for personal data outside of the CMS, is using an external consultant to identify tools that will support the
classification, and automated deletion of personal data.
In a statement, Tuckers said: “Tuckers Solicitors takes data privacy and trust very seriously. We are disappointed in this
initial finding from the ICO, relative to an international criminal organisation’s attack on our system and theft of data which
was already publicly available.
“We have cooperated in full with the ICO and City of London Police in their investigation. The commissioner makes clear
that he accepts that primary culpability for this incident rests with the attacker, but for the attacker’s criminal actions,
regardless of the state of the security, the breach would not have occurred. Following the attack we have successfully
implemented a broad range of measures to prevent the recurrence of such criminal incidents and the ICO acknowledges
the strengthened procedures which are now in place as we operate from a state of the art system.”

CYBERSECURITY
NUMBER OF UK RANSOMWARE
ATTACKS DOUBLE IN PAST YEAR
The number of ransomware attacks reported to the
Information Commissioner’s Office increased 100% from 326
in 2020 to 654 in 2021, shows an analysis of data published
in March by UK Top 100 law firm RPC.
RPC says the rise is likely driven by the increasing profitability
of ransomware attacks, which can severely hinder, if not
bring a business’ operations to a standstill. As a result, a
number of corporates have been forced to pay a ransom in
order to have their data decrypted.
The industry sectors that were most frequently impacted by
attacks in 2021 include: finance, insurance and credit (103
attacks), and education and childcare (80 attacks).
RPC says that sectors that are privy to sensitive financial data
are often at the highest risk of being targeted by gangs.
Richard Breavington, a partner and head of RPC’s cyber and
tech Insurance team says: “Ransomware attacks have been
on the rise and it’s a problem that isn’t going away any time
soon.

“It is becoming increasingly rare for cyber to be covered by
other types of insurance policies. As a result, businesses that
are not taking dedicated cyber policies run the risk of
becoming underinsured.
“However, there are options for businesses that want to
avoid being caught in an insurance gap. One is investing in
the latest IT security software. Not only will this reduce the
chances of succumbing to an attack, but it will also signal to
insurers that they take matters of cyber security seriously
and hopefully make it easier for them to get coverage.
“Corporates should also ensure that their systems are
backed up regularly in segregated back ups, which could help
minimise business interruption in the event of an attack.”

CONFERENCES
GLENLEGAL CLARIFICATION
Legal IT Insider is no longer involved in GlenLegal and anyone wishing to attend needs to contact Jeremy Hill.
The conference will now take place in July. We wish Jeremy and all the vendors involved huge success in getting back
together, in many cases for the first time in ages. To save any further confusion, make sure you’re familiar with our
restructure: All Change at Legal IT Insider - Legal IT Insider (legaltechnology.com)

WINS AND DEALS
UK & EMEA
Linklaters formally announced on 17 March that it has
partnered with no-code automation platform BRYTER on a
series of global initiatives, including an app which gives
clients access to everything they need in the event of a
dawn raid.
The partnership, which is being led by newly appointed
Global Head of Practice Innovation, Greg Baker, and the
firm’s global practice innovation team, continues to look for
potential areas for digitisation across the firm’s global
practice areas on key legal and regulatory topics.
Linklaters launched its first Global Hackathon in
collaboration with BRYTER earlier this year. Split into four
stages, the Hackathon allowed participants to leverage the
BRYTER platform to build client-facing digital applications
and prototypes without having to write any code.
Baker commented: “As we continue to identify areas across
the firm that are ripe for innovation and disruption,
BRYTER’s powerful and adaptable platform enables us to
quickly prototype, test and identify the right development
route for solutions created to make the lives of our clients
and lawyers easier. The partnership is driven by the firm’s
relentless drive to revolutionise the delivery of our services
and focus on the client and lawyer experience.”
Michael Grupp, CEO of BRYTER, added: “We are thrilled to
partner with Linklaters and support the firm in rapidly
building and launching client facing applications. Law firms
like Linklaters are at the very forefront of client service
delivery precisely because they put their clients’, and their
lawyers’, experience at the centre of everything they do,
seeking to make it easier and faster to deliver legal
services.”
BRYTER announced at the end of 2021 that it had won
fellow magic circle firm Clifford Chance as a client.

EY and Microsoft on 11 March announced a new initiative.
By combining EY leading technology and intelligence with
Microsoft Cloud technologies, the organizations say they will
help businesses’ legal and compliance teams to identify and
mitigate ethical and reputational risks; investigate and
manage regulatory challenges; detect fraud; and manage
privacy and security risks.

The move is part of the existing EY Microsoft alliance and
follows an announcement in August 2021 of increased

collaboration with a commitment to launch new solutions
and platforms to address business and societal challenges
through digital transformation.
A key resource in delivering these services will be the EY
Virtual platform – a single-point digital solution, available via
the cloud or hybrid, that helps organizations to manage their
legal, compliance, ethics, and risks through a suite of AIdriven analytics and workflow applications.
The platform, which is powered by the Microsoft Cloud, can
complement the information protection and compliance
capabilities in Microsoft 365.
Todd Marlin, EY Global Forensic & Integrity Services
Technology & Innovation Leader, says: “Year on year, boards
of directors have increasingly higher expectations of their
legal and compliance functions and their ability to monitor,
mitigate risk and respond in a cost efficient and integrated
manner. I’m proud of how EY and Microsoft have come
together to serve clients in this important initiative to create
a unique set of capabilities, which brings greater simplicity
to technology for global legal and compliance departments
at our clients.”

Swiss technology solutions provider Logol in March
announced that it has signed an agreement with Swiss legal
firm Kellerhals Carrard to implement a sweeping digital
transformation program leaning on ELLE, Logol’s law firm
management platform.
The three-year, multi-phase project includes a complete
rethink of KC’s technology infrastructure, redesign of
business processes, implementation of robotic process
automation and introduction of AI-based cybersecurity
solutions. The effort will engage KC's entire organisation and
lead to an empowered workplace, enhanced services and an
all-new IT-based competitiveness.
“I have been with KC for almost 20 years, during many of
which I was involved in defining our company's innovation
roadmap,” says Daniel Alder, a partner at KC in Zurich and
head of the KC IT Commission. “Today, two decades after
the Internet revolution, we are once again facing a season of
disruptive change. This time, too, we want to be at the
forefront of transformation.”

WINS AND DEALS
NORTH AMERICA
In Peppermint Technology’s second public Am Law 200 law
firm win, Lathrop GPM has selected its Microsoft Dynamics
365-based client relationship management solution Client
Engagement, together with relationship intelligence
software by Client Sense.

its pursuit of a new content management platform. Most
significantly, the firm was looking for its chosen technology
to manage all concerns related to data and cybersecurity,
enhance client service and collaboration, and provide its
people with an improved user experience.

Lathrop has around 350 attorneys and 13 offices across the
U.S. It was formed in 2020 through the combination of
Lathrop Gage and Gray Plant Mooty, with director of
marketing operations, Leslie Noakes, leading the rebrand
project around the merger as well as the firm’s CRM
initiative.

“At Blakes, our commitment to innovation has always been
a foundation of our success,” said Bryson Stokes, the firm’s
managing partner. “There is nothing more critical than
having technology in place that allows us to deliver
exceptional client service while also maintaining our clients’
trust and providing peace of mind surrounding their data
and information. NetDocuments is helping us achieve our
client service, information governance and security
objectives.”

Lathrop wanted a CRM solution that was “truly client
centric.” Noakes said: “Our clients are at the heart of
everything we do. We were seeking a new CRM solution that
would help us think ahead, anticipate business trends, and
plan for challenges as we work alongside our clients.
Peppermint Client Engagement and Client Sense are ideally
placed to equip us with the data we need to make decisions
that help us meet those strategic objectives.”
Client Sense, headquartered in Brisbane, Australia,
automatically captures external contacts including titles and
addresses, to ensure that CRM data is kept up to date and
provide a picture of the strengths of relationships.
Peppermint is increasingly finding success in winning work in
partnership with relationship intelligence vendors such as
Client Sense or more regular partner Introhive, with which it
recently won UK top 100 law firms Kingsley Napley and
Shakespeare Martineau.

“We were impressed by NetDocuments’ commitment to
innovation,” said Amar Gill, Chief Technology Officer at
Blakes. “NetDocuments was born in the cloud so the
maturity of the platform, the company’s deep understanding
of cloud technology and focus on security was appealing to
us.”
In a bid to bolster its knowledge and data management
capabilities, Epiq has acquired Fireman & Company, a
leading legal industry management consulting firm founded
by well-known industry figure Joshua Fireman.

The acquisition enables Epiq to deliver broader knowledge
management and data management expertise and provides
Epiq with an expanded suite of strategic legal advisory
services and innovative technology solutions for its clients.
This new win for Peppermint shows a growing momentum in
Since Epiq launched its Legal Transformation Services group
the United States. Other key recent developments in the
two years ago, we’re told that it has experienced significant
region include Detroit-headquartered law firm Dickinson
organic growth in legal business advisory services, flexible
Wright becoming its first US customer, and Bob Beach
legal talent, legal spend analysis, contract review and
joining Peppermint from Pinnacle to spearhead its US
analytics services. This acquisition builds upon that growth
launch.
and Epiq’s 2020 acquisition of Hyperion Global Partners. In
Beach told Legal IT Insider on his arrival: “We’re going to see 2021, Epiq was named the best provider in Legal Operations
a big focus in the industry around CRM. Before the
by ALM in their inaugural LegalWeek Leaders in Tech Law
pandemic, I felt that 2020 was going to be the year of CRM Awards.
for law firms but then the pandemic hit and slowed things
“The constant change in the legal industry has accelerated
down. We’re now moving back to that place where firms
the need for law firms and businesses to gain more value
know they need to get better with how they engage with
from their information assets, and stronger knowledge
clients and prospective clients.”
management and data management are key drivers for
gaining a competitive advantage,” said Ziad Mantoura,
Leading Canadian law firm Blake, Cassels & Graydon recently
Epiq’s SVP, Legal & Consulting solutions. “We will always
selected NetDocuments as its document and email
pursue opportunities to help our clients transform the
management platform.
delivery of legal services while meeting their strategic
Blakes says it was motivated by several business drivers in
business goals. Fireman & Company is the global leader in

knowledge and data management, and digital
transformation for the legal industry, and we are thrilled to
have them join the Epiq family.”

Founded in 2012, Fireman & Company partners with some of
the world’s most innovative corporations and law firms –
including more than half of the Am Law 100 – to provide
improvements in performance through the effective use of
knowledge management resources and disciplines. Fireman
& Company is an industry leader in enterprise search,
intranets, experience management, and the legal data
models that power these solutions. An innovator in
document management systems and their adoption,
Fireman & Company was recently named iManage’s Large
Law North America Partner of the Year for its success helping
clients design, implement, and manage adoption of the
iManage platform.
“Fireman & Company’s strengths are our team, our culture,
and our values: empathy, collaboration, innovation, and
quality. For a decade, our clients have trusted us as their
partners, and together we have transformed the practice
and the business of law,” said Fireman. “With Epiq, we can
scale and extend our innovative work with law firms and
corporations around the world.“

services organizations. The platform, which creates a hub for
training, client matter management and communication, has
been deployed by Simpson Thacher’s pro bono team for
clinics since February.
“We wanted a platform that could replicate the ease of our
in-person pro bono clinics where, for example, the pro bono
client hands us their documents and our volunteer attorneys
work together to complete a benefits application. ACCESS by
Simpson Thacher does this and more, allowing our lawyers
to work together and communicate virtually, enabling clients
to provide documents through accessible technology and
facilitating the review of the work by the legal services
partner, all in one secure location,” said Harlene Katzman,
Simpson Thacher’s pro bono counsel and director.
The product is built on Theory and Principle’s Virtual Law
Clinic platform, which is now in beta and will soon be
available to law firms, corporate pro bono teams,
universities and legal service organizations on a subscription
basis beginning in March 2022. It makes it easier to train and
onboard lawyers, assign matters to lawyers, monitor case
statuses and document outcomes and impact. For lawyers,
the program provides a hub for forms, templates and
training material.

Bradick said: “This product will level up pro bono work
dramatically. Not only can the administrators manage
US-headquartered legal GRC vendor Exterro has entered into clients and assign matters, but they can also create and
deploy training materials, forms, draft letters and more to be
partnership with UK investigation and intelligence provider
used by volunteer lawyers. This makes the lawyers
Blue Lights Digital. The partnership is intended to further
extend Exterro’s reach into the UK public services sector and significantly more efficient in providing pro bono services
and will be a boon to recruiting more pro bono attorneys.”
deepen BLD’s digital forensics offering.
Under the new partnership, BLD will actively market
Exterro’s full forensic toolkit solutions to its existing
customer base and to law enforcement, intelligence
agencies and military organisations to assist them with their
digital investigations and intelligence building capabilities.
Nick Curry, COO of Blue Lights Digital said: “The value we
bring to Exterro is through our established customer base
across law enforcement, military policing, the MOD, and
governmental agencies while Exterro’s technology covers
computer and mobile device forensics as well as disparate
data sources so will give us that acceleration into the
forensic space.”

Exterro has entered into partnership with QuisLex, a leader
in the data breach response industry.
QuisLex’s data breach review team is now offering Exterro’s
Smart Breach Review software as part of its comprehensive
data breach response services.

When a security incident or breach is detected, corporations
have very limited time to identify if personally sensitive data
has potentially been compromised and, if so, if
governmentally mandated reporting or notification
requirements have been triggered. The QuisLex data breach
response team provides the people, process and technology
to quickly triage, assess and remediate data breach
BLD will also make available Exterro’s wider product
incidents, while meeting all compliance obligations. QuisLex
portfolio, including its Incident and Breach Management and regularly assists its clients in responding to DSARs following
Smart Breach Review, to offer Digital Forensics and Incident data breaches as well as in the regular course of business.
Response (DFIR).
“QuisLex has long been recognized as a pioneer in the
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett and legal technology design and alternative legal services industry, and our investment in
building the premier data breach response team is another
development company Theory and Principle on 3 March
example of our commitment to delivering innovative and
announced the launch of a pro bono collaboration hub,
which has been rolled out by early adopter Simpson Thacher, comprehensive services to our clients,” says Ram Vasudevan,
chief executive officer, QuisLex. “Partnering with Exterro to
and will soon be available to firms more widely.
provide the software component of our services ensures our
ACCESS by Simpson Thacher is a digital tool that enhances clients benefit from the best technology available.”
pro bono collaboration among clients, volunteers and legal

Thomson Reuters in March signed a definitive agreement to acquire Houston-based contract analytics provider
ThoughtTrace.
ThoughtTrace, which was founded by CEO Nicholas Vandivere, uses machine learning software to help legal teams clean up
and search their contracts, saving a significant amount of time on the likes of due diligence but also more BAU lease
reviews. Clients include Great Western Operating Company, where ThoughtTrace is used by the land administration team,
and oil and gas exploration company Acacia Exploration Partners, which is using ThoughtTrace to proactively manage its
assets and be more strategic in its decision making.
“We are excited to have ThoughtTrace joining our organization and this acquisition brings additional technology and
expertise to further the AI and analytics capabilities in our legaltech platform,” said Kriti Sharma, who joined Thomson
Reuters in October 2021 as chief product officer for the legaltech product portfolio. “Thomson Reuters has long been a
leader using AI and machine learning, and this will accelerate advancements in multiple areas, including contract analysis,
contract lifecycle management and legal workflows.”

WINS AND DEALS
APAC
Australian-listed virtual data room provider Ansarada has announced a new global partnership with Microsoft for Startups
to make it easier for startups to raise capital and grow. Ansarada, which helps to streamline the capital raising process,
says it is the first third party technology vendor to forge a global partnership of this kind with the Microsoft for Startups
program.
Microsoft for Startups helps remove traditional barriers to building a company with free access to technology, coaching,
and support, in order to facilitate the growth of a healthy partner ecosystem.
Kirk Safford, director of Microsoft for Startups said: “We are partnering with innovative companies like Ansarada to help
founders achieve more. As a part of Microsoft for Startups Founders Hub, startups can now receive access to Ansarada’s AI
-powered platform designed to help streamline the process of raising capital.”
Stuart Clout, founder of transaction management company DocYard, which acquired Ansarada in September 2020, said:
“Ambitious startups and small businesses are the beating heart of every economy. However, current barriers to funding
and tailored support has left many out in the cold. Our unique and cutting-edge technology will help founders make the
right decisions when it comes to their financing strategies. We are proud to partner with Microsoft for Startups, which has
been instrumental in helping new and exciting businesses on their road to success. We look forward to providing them
with ongoing support as they continue on their growth journey.”
DocYard raised AUS $50m in funding and subsequently acquired Ansarada after it became apparent to Clout that banks
needed a more holistic process around a deal. Following the merger, the pair have integrated DocYard’s workflow tools
with Ansarada’s data room, winning bigger customers globally, who are attracted by Ansarada’s subscription and
transactional-based workflow and project management capabilities.
Speaking to Legal IT Insider about the combined business earlier this year, Clout said: “If you’re doing any more than three
or four deals a year, subscription makes sense. Or if you’re an executive director and you’ve decided to do a couple of
deals a year, you’ll need to do it on a transactional basis, but you can simply put it on your credit card and buy it online,
and we’re the first to do that.”
The company now has customers in 130 countries and has grown from 15 to 200 people, with Clout now based in the UK in
order to grow Ansarada’s customer base in the Northern Hemisphere.

MOVERS & SHAKERS
NORTH AMERICA
EVERLAW APPOINTS
IPO GURU RICH LIU TO
NEWLY-CREATED CRO
POSITION
Cloud litigation platform Everlaw has appointed tech veteran
and IPO guru Rich Liu to the new position of chief revenue
officer (CRO), effective immediately. Liu will lead the
company’s go-to-market team: sales, customer experience,
and business development.
Formerly CRO at TripActions, Liu led the company’s global
sales, customer success, partnerships, strategy and field
operations. Perhaps of more interest, prior to TripActions,
Liu was at MuleSoft and Meta (formerly Facebook), both of
which floated during his tenure. Crunchbase has tipped
Everlaw, which in November was valued at over $2bn, as
one of the 30 startups likely to float in 2022.

Legal Metrics, founded by CEO David Cunningham, helps law
firms to automatically calculate and visualize metrics for
internal and client reporting. Driven by a consortium of law
firms and legal departments, it provides an “app store”
approach to metrics, whereby a firm can view client and
industry survey metrics every month, for the monitoring of
trends and compliance with client requirements.
Lord will focus on supporting the existing diversity initiatives
of legal departments, industry surveyors, and advocacy
groups. In parallel, she will be working with leaders across
the industry to design additional metrics for benchmarking
the likes of matter value and cycle time, ESG, and social
impact. She will also be looking at striking up partnerships
with software providers, consultancies, and data sources.
Welcoming Lord to the company, Cunningham, who is chief
innovation officer at Reed Smith, said: “Partners responsible
for clients are recognizing that getting surprised by a client’s
legal ops and diversity analysis is a failure to recognize how
the client assesses the firm’s value.”

Lord said: “As a data analyst and former practicing attorney I
am passionate about helping to advance the business of law
through increased education, transparency, accountability,
and data-driven decision- making. Legal Metrics’ offerings
can facilitate change by providing crucial data in an easy-to“In today’s world, finding objective truth is harder than ever understand format to law firms and legal departments
as the haystack of data grows exponentially and the sources seeking to benchmark and improve their operations. I’m
excited to join its mission to create much needed visibility
multiply,” Liu said. “That complexity is driving demand for
Everlaw’s powerful truth-finding platform, making it a must- into business priorities and success factors, and move the
industry forward!”
have for litigators. I’m thrilled to join Everlaw in pursuit of its
virtuous mission of helping customers illuminate the truth.”
Liu joins at a critical time in the company’s growth: In
November 2021, Everlaw announced 80% year-over-year
growth and $202 million in Series D funding, bringing the
company to that overall valuation of over $2bn.

“As an engineer-turned-CRO, Rich is a true first-principles
thinker, having built both large enterprise and hyper growth
go-to-market strategies,” said Everlaw Founder and CEO AJ
Shankar. “Rich is an incredible addition to Everlaw and joins
a strong team that is poised to grow our company to greater
heights and transform the legal industry.”

LEGAL METRICS HIRES
SARA LORD AS LEGAL
OPS METRICS
CURATOR
Houston-headquartered legal ops collective Legal Metrics
has hired Sara Lord as legal ops metrics curator and
evangelist. Lord joins the team from Bloomberg Law.

EPIQ APPOINTS COLE
MORGAN AS SENIOR
DIRECTOR OF LEGAL
BUSINESS ADVISORY
Epiq has appointed Cole Morgan as senior director for Epiq’s
legal business advisory (LBA) group. Morgan will help to
guide corporate legal departments through strategic
transformation and digitalization initiatives. Prior to joining
Epiq, Morgan was vice president of operations at Onit, and
before that, he served as director of client solutions at
Thomson Reuters. Other roles include an in-house legal
business operations role at LyondellBasell — a multinational,
Fortune 500 chemical company.

“General counsel and legal operations leaders require high
value-add advisory and transformation services in order to
deliver legal services more effectively and efficiently, and

with more insights from data,” said Eyal Iffergan, managing
director of the LBA team. “Cole’s addition to our team will
further enable us to help complex, global corporations build
and run world-class legal operations.”
Morgan, who is based in Texas, is responsible for overseeing
Epiq’s legal operations consulting offerings.

Prior to Affinity, Merrill served as an executive vice president
at DRI, where she led the marketing, growth strategy, and
branding initiatives for the sixty-two-year-old association of
civil defense attorneys.

HAYSTACKID HIRES
GLOBAL PRIVACY
VETERAN
CHRISTOPHER WALL

“Our mission to empower innovation in legal service
management continues to differentiate Epiq as a world-class
global leader,” said Ziad Mantoura, Epiq’s senior vice
president and general manager, legal & consulting solutions.
“That mission is powered by our people, and we are thrilled eDiscovery services provider HaystackID has hired
to add someone of Cole’s caliber to our team. I’m sure our
Christopher Wall as special counsel for global privacy &
forensics on the client services team.
clients will be too.”

MELINDA WARD JOINS
HELM360

Wall, who will also serve as the company’s internal data
protection officer, most recently led cross-border
cybersecurity, forensics, structured data, and traditional
discovery investigations at Ernst & Young.

“Chris has demonstrated dedication to understanding client
objectives, creating innovative solutions, and ultimately
Melinda Ward, a legal tech industry veteran with more than reducing client risk and legal spend,” said HaystackID
20 years of experience consulting for global SaaS firms, has president Andrea Wallack. “His expertise with data privacy
and cross-border data transfer issues arising from litigation
joined legal tech solutions provider Helm360 as managed
and investigations will be of significant value to our
services director.
company and clients.”
In this new role, Ward will be responsible for growing and
developing Helm360’s onshore and offshore teams to
support service delivery for the company’s managed
EVEREST DISCOVERY
services clients. She will also focus on establishing and
HIRES JIM CORCORAN
nurturing existing client relationships for managed services.

AS VP OF SALES

“Helm360 is growing quickly and we need people who can
help build the long-standing, partnership relationships our
company is known for in the industry,” said Bim Dave,
executive vice president at Helm360. “The better we know
our clients and their needs, the more efficiently we can
serve them. We believe Melinda will help elevate our
company to the next level and are thrilled to welcome her
on board.”

AFFINITY CONSULTING
HIRES WENDY MERRILL
AS DIRECTOR OF
STRATEGIC
CONSULTING

US litigation support and eDiscovery provider Everest
Discovery on 16 March announced that Jim Corcoran has
joined the company as vice president of sales.
Prior to joining Everest Discovery, Corcoran worked in sales
positions at multiple legal technology companies including
Henderson Legal Services, Advanced Discovery, Precision
Discovery and TechLaw Solutions.
His areas of expertise include computer forensics, ESI
analysis and processing, database hosting, managed
attorney review, technology-assisted review, court
reporting/deposition consulting and related litigation
support services.

Legal business strategy adviser Affinity Consulting Group has “I have been working in this industry for almost three
decades and enjoy working with legal teams to strategize
hired Wendy Merrill as its new director of strategic
their eDiscovery needs,” states Corcoran. “Everest Discovery
consulting.
really values the relationships it has with every client. This is
“There’s never been a better time for law firms to focus on what drew me to the organization, and I look forward to
taking a more strategic approach to recruiting and retaining working with the team and strategizing with clients to
talent, improving their profitability, and consistently
provide them with the best technology, services and
delivering value to their clients,” said Debbie Foster,
solutions when it comes to discovery offerings.”
managing partner of Affinity. “We’re thrilled to have Wendy
share her talents with our team and Affinity clients.”

EIGEN TECHNOLOGIES MAKES DOUBLE US HIRE
London-founded tech company Eigen Technologies has hired a number of senior people on both sides of the
Atlantic, including Dean Hervey in San Diego and Mahesh Santhanam in North Carolina. Hervey joins as VP
of ISV & OEM partners from ServiceNow, where we are told he built a robust global ecosystem of over 700
independent software vendors in the ServiceNow Store. Santhanam has experience in the banking industry
with the likes of Wells Fargo and Bank of America. At Wells Fargo he led the development of the strategy for
CLM and document intelligence.

MOVERS AND SHAKERS
UK & EMEA
EIGEN TECHNOLOGIES HIRES UK DUO
And Eigen Technologies has hired Chris Mullan from Deloitte’s insurance strategy practice, who will lead
Eigen’s program to commercialise its innovations. Mullan will be based in London and support Eigen’s
work in the insurance market, where it now has clients such as Aviva. Eigen has also hired Daniel White
as director of product design to lead the company’s in-house design team and its UX strategy.
Dr. Lewis Z. Liu, co-Founder & CEO of Eigen Technologies said: “We are delighted to welcome all four of
these new hires, each of whom brings a specific expertise to support Eigen’s growth strategy. These are
part of our broader investments in our partner ecosystem, our product partnership with the CLM
software market and our continuing push into insurance, where we are seeing excellent traction.”

PRODUCT LAUNCHES
UK & EMEA
LEXISNEXIS TO LAUNCH LEXIS+ UK
In March LexisNexis Legal & Professional announced the official launch of Lexis+ UK, which gives legal professionals access
to its research, technology-aided insights and practical guidance in one place.

Lexis+ UK brings together Lexis’ legal research database, containing content such as Halsbury’s Laws of England, Stair
Memorial Encyclopaedia and Atkins’s Court Forms, and combines these with specialist practitioner texts, UK case law, and
practical guidance content.
For the first time, this collection of legal intelligence can be accessed through one search. Search Term Maps let users
visually pinpoint key sections of content, cases and documents, jumping straight to the most relevant parts. Search Trees
graphically illustrate how search terms are applied, making it simple to find what users need. Lexis+ Answers uses AIpowered technology to analyse natural language questions and offer immediate answers.
Sean Fitzpatrick, CEO of LexisNexis UK and North America said: “In today’s climate, lawyers increasingly rely on
technologies that make them more effective, efficient and informed practitioners. Lexis+ is a bold step forward in providing
lawyers with solutions that integrate into their workflow, improve their productivity and their ability to deliver timely and
strategic counsel.”

Over the months ahead, LexisNexis will continue to add new features, content and product integrations to Lexis+ to
ensure an optimal experience is provided to all users and all customer segments. This will include Legal News Hub, an
integrated presentation of news from the industry-leading and authoritative MLex and Law360 brands, which are uniquely
available from LexisNexis.

LEXSOFT UNVEILS MULTILINGUAL CAPABILITY IN T3 KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Lexsoft Systems in March unveiled the latest release of its T3 knowledge management (KM) solution, which now includes
multilingual capability. It means that law firms can more easily create centralised repositories at a global level, ensuring
that the local language and jurisdictional needs of their lawyers are met.
Law firms using T3 can benefit from the multilingual functionality by updating to the latest version of the solution. The
functionality is offered as a core part of the T3 solution and means that T3 offers the most evolved multilingual capability
within the iManage partner ecosystem.
The key features of the new multilingual functionality include:
•Search results in the language of choice. Lawyers can conduct searches across jurisdictions and languages via their
web browser, with results also presented in their default web portal interface language – regardless of the original
language of the resources.
•No constraints on number of languages. Multi-jurisdictional firms can define their taxonomies in T3 in multiple
languages, with no limitations on the number of languages that can be applied. For example, if a firm defines its
taxonomies in English, Spanish and French, then lawyers searching using the terms “contract”, “contrato” and
“contrat” will see the exact same results across the three languages.
•Labels in multiple languages. Firms can define all the labels and text of the user interface in several languages.
Depending on the language defined in users’ web browser configuration, T3 transparently transitions across multiple
languages.
•Synonyms improve searchability. Firms can add any number of synonyms for terms in their taxonomies to improve
searchability of knowledge. If ‘VAT’ is a taxonomy term, by adding ‘Value Added Tax’ as a synonym for it in the relevant
taxonomy, a lawyer classifying a document by ‘VAT’ automatically also classifies the document by ‘Value Added Tax’,
ensuring that searches surface all the documents pertaining to the subject.
“We have designed the multilingual functionality with the user in mind to ensure a high level of customisability, so that
firms can tailor the KM function to their way of working,” said Carlos García-Egocheaga, CEO of Lexsoft Systems. “We
haven’t hard-coded the features in T3, firms have full control of the language package, and can easily make changes to
meet their evolving business needs.”
He added: “Especially since the pandemic, many multi-regional law firms have recognised the need to create a KM function
that meets global, regional and specific jurisdictional needs of its lawyers – without compromising on the reliability and
accuracy of information. This latest version of T3 delivers against these requirements.”
Today, three of the top 10 global law firms (among others) are already using T3 for KM programmes.

BAMLEGAL LAUNCHES INTERNATIONAL DOCAUTO DATABASE
INCLUDING TOP 20 VENDORS
UK legal document automation consultancy BamLegal has launched a website to help end users select the best docauto
products for their needs, which includes a very international list of 20 top picks.
BamLegal reviewed over 250 solutions and came up with the 20 shortlisted products. BamLegal CEO and founder Catherine
Bamford said: “These 20 vendors the answered a very in-depth requirements questionnaire and provided evidence. The
shortlisted vendors have also helpfully included demo videos, pricing details and other info for you all to take a look at.”
The top picks are ActiveDocs, which is headquartered in New Zealand; Airslate, Contract Express, Hotdocs, Documate and
Lawyaw from the United States; Autto, Avvoka and Juro from the UK; Avokaado from Estonia; Bigle Legal from Spain;
Carizma by Axicos from Switzerland; Contract Mill from Finland; Contractbook and Green Meadow from Denmark;
Precisely from Sweden; Legal Smart in the Netherlands; Lawlift from Germany; Legito from the Czech Republic;
Checkbox.ai and Contract Instructor from Australia; and Docassemble, which is a free open source expert system.
Commenting on the new site on LinkedIn, Bamford said: “At BamLegal we are often asked by law firms and inhouse legal
teams which document automation tool they should use. The truth is though that there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’. It very
much depends on your needs, your documents, your users, whether you need it to be a cloud solution or on-prem… the
list goes on.
“To help, we have created this website where you can narrow down their choices by selecting some key requirements.”

ZYLPHA ANNOUNCES DOCUMENT BUNDLING FOR NETDOCUMENTS
Zylpha has announced the launch of a new NetDocuments integration for their flagship electronic document bundling
platform.
This new integration will make legal document bundling faster, more efficient, and more affordable for NetDocuments
users. In an industry first, law firms and legal teams, that use the NetDocuments document management system, can now
use Zylpha’s affordable ‘Pay As You Go’ document bundling software platform to create even the most complex court
compliant bundles in just minutes.
By using Zylpha’s easy-to-use drag and drop toolset and streamlined single-view dashboard, NetDocuments users can
access records, matters, and data to create court-compliant electronic bundles professionally and affordably, in a fraction
of the time required to prepare them manually. The unique pay-as-you-bundle price plan means that the days of expensive
software acquisition are not something organisations that use Zylpha have to worry about.
Commenting on the launch, Zylpha’s Head of Marketing David Chapman said “We know from speaking with clients that
there was a space in the market for a well thought out and professional NetDocuments connector that takes full advantage
of the changes made to the NetDocuments API. As a technology business we have always focussed on 'making lawyers'
lives easier' and for the first time ever, organisations that use NetDocuments can build Court compliant bundles and deal
bibles in minutes on a consumption-based price plan."

APPERIO ENHANCES LEGAL SPEND MANAGEMENT DASHBOARDS FOR
LEGAL OPS AND FINANCE
Apperio in March announced new enhancements to its legal spend management software. These include options for
individual legal department contributors – including allied professionals and finance staff – to personalize and customize
their view of company legal spend data.
This allows customers to tailor their experience with the software to better support their unique role on the in-house legal
team.
“Our new features are the result of behind-the-scenes work with many legal departments over time and across industries,”
says Apperio Founder and CEO Nicholas d’Adhemar. “That collaboration enables us to listen to our customers and to spot
both best practices and unmet needs – and bake what we’ve learned into the software to ultimately provide more value to
customers.”
Customization is made possible through 17 new “widgets” – data points and charts customers can choose from, to see
legal spend data from a different vantage point. Customers can use these widgets to build their dashboard view from
scratch, or customize an existing template to their liking. Each widget can be further tailored by configuring how they
display data.

BRIGHTFLAG ADDS NEW BUDGETING TOOLS
Brightflag, the AI-powered legal operations platform, in March released new budgeting tools to help in-house legal
professionals achieve better visibility over the outside counsel spend.
Brightflag customers can now set matter budgets by time period or phase, allocate a budget across multiple vendors, and
build in contingencies. Vendor budget request and budget creation workflows have also been redesigned to facilitate
faster collaboration between in-house attorneys and outside counsel.
“Executive teams now expect Legal to budget with the same levels of granularity and sophistication as any other business
department, and that inevitably requires a specialized set of tools,” said Barry O’Melia, Brightflag’s vice president of
product. “We’ve been careful to balance our expanded capabilities with intuitive designs to ensure every customer can
easily build the budgets that suit their business.”

PRODUCT LAUNCHES
NORTH AMERICA
LEXISNEXIS LAUNCHES GLOBAL API DEVELOPER’S PORTAL
LexisNexis Legal & Professional in March unveiled a new API Developer Portal that allows law firms and legal departments
to integrate legal data, content and analytics from a variety of LexisNexis applications and data sources into their existing
systems, applications and processes.
The self-serve portal allows organizations to unlock actionable insights from internal and external data sources from within
their organization’s intranet, dashboard or practice page. Its platform-agnostic APIs grant access to LexisNexis legal, news,
court docket, business and analytics content, enriched through an unmatched data classification and normalization
process, so the integrated data is timely, relevant and accurate.
“LexisNexis recognizes that many organizations are investing heavily to enrich their proprietary data collections in order to
make their attorneys more productive,” said Jeff Pfeifer, chief product officer for LexisNexis North America and UK. “Our
new API Developer Portal enables organizations to enrich and normalize their internal data by directly incorporating our
industry-leading data and content. Doing so helps organizations unlock the insights in their data and minimize workflow
disruptions.”
Currently, the Developer Portal contains APIs that connect to a broad collection of legal content as well as specific
products, such as Lexis+, CourtLink, Context and State Net, with additional APIs being developed. A new Lex Machina API is
available immediately and will be integrated into the portal as well. Users will have access to new ‘sandbox’ capabilities to
try API functionality, extensive data schema information and robust technical documentation for assistance in local
deployment.

WILSON ALLEN ANNOUNCE IDEA: DIGITAL ENABLEMENT AND
ADOPTION SERVICE
Specialist legal technology consulting firm Wilson Allen has launched iDEA – a new Digital Enablement and Adoption
service – which aims to support medium to large law firms realize value from their technology investments.
Wilson Allen founder and chief executive officer Bruce Wilson says the new subscription service is the first of a range of
subscription services Wilson Allen is developing in response to market demand for expertise and high-end support
services, based on a trusted relationship delivering value over time.

He says the new services have been informed by a qualitative research project carried out in late 2021, where Wilson Allen
conducted a series of interviews with professional firms around the world. The questions focused on the current
information technology challenges and the strategies each firm leader is developing and planning to execute.
“Law firms, and professional services firms in general, are facing a perfect storm in the implementation of new
technologies proliferating at a rate never seen before. The pressure is building for the productivity increases possible from
these new technologies to be realised. This pressure comes from firm management as well as from clients,” Wilson says.
“At the same time availability of suitably qualified and experienced training specialists is outstripped by demand, and
salary expectations are sky rocketing. There’s a serious enablement problem. It’s a rising tide and in-house teams are
struggling to stay above it.”
He says Wilson Allen’s new Digital Enablement and Adoption service is designed to fill the delivery gaps law firms are
wrestling with, providing a flexible service which can be turned up or down to match customer needs.

“We have a deep resource pool of over 100 specialist staff and contractors. We will design the program, implement the
program, and develop and enable the program within the firm. We can either do it all or supplement in specific areas.

“Our Digital Enablement and Adoption service is unique in that we combine deep industry knowledge and experience. We
are across the full legal technology stack and deeply embedded in the technology landscape. We have a huge portfolio of
digital assets – courses, content and productivity tools – to fuel the enablement program, and we offer a Learning
Management System (LMS) platform. We understand the cultural nuances of training professionals, and operating within
large, complex firms. And we have the culture and industry knowledge to make a good cultural fit.
“Firms don’t need more projects,” Wilson says. “They need an ongoing partnership with a specialist partner who can add
value over time. The market has spoken, and we’re moving fast to develop and roll out the subscription services
professional firms want and need.”
Wilson Allen’s new iDEA service is offered as an annual agreement, customized for individual firms, based on an annual
service fee. The service is available to firms across US, Canada and the UK.

EPIQ UNVEILS EPIQ SERVICE CLOUD
Epiq has formally unveiled its Epiq Service Cloud, incorporating a suite of productivity and intelligence tools, services and
dashboards that provides a centralized digital experience for Epiq’s proprietary technology and other third-party industry
tools. It is designed to assist with the effective and efficient management of legal technologies and legal services. Currently,
more than 300 Epiq clients are leveraging the Epiq Service Cloud, with client growth at over 10% per month.
The platform provides advanced legal business intelligence; service request modules; spend management dashboards; data
transfer tools; and on-demand project status updates. It includes a broad suite of applications, including several for
eDiscovery, such as a self-service tool for managing data for internal investigations and subject access requests.
“Everything we do to service our clients is based on the cohesive service and technical architecture of the Epiq Service
Cloud,” Epiq Legal Solutions president and general manager Roger Pilc said. “It transforms the way that legal work is done
and helps legal teams get to quicker and better insights, while empowering tremendous value from increased productivity,
efficiency, and better outcomes.”

DOCSOLID RELEASES AIRMAIL2 DIGITAL MAILROOM
US enterprise scanning, workflow and paper reduction solution provider DocSolid in March announced a major new release
of its market leading digital mailroom software, Airmail2 Digital Mailroom.
The new version includes the Airmail2 Hub, providing structured communications from digital mail recipients back to the
mailroom operators to further enhance attorney productivity. Additionally, a comprehensive new workflow subsystem
facilitates creation of multiple workflows based on the type of mail received or departmental requirements. Airmail2
featuring the Airmail2 Hub and new workflow facility is currently available and in production with DocSolid clients
nationally.
“Our Airmail2 Digital Mailroom has enjoyed strong uptake in the market and we’re feeding a vibrant set of new
requirements back into the solution, based on customer experience,” said Steve Irons, president of DocSolid. “Every law
firm now needs to make the digital mailroom a permanent, best practice operation and we are keeping the market lead for
this solution by working closely with our customers.”

ONNA ANNOUNCES IN-PLACE PRESERVATION FOR EDISCOVERY
Onna in March announced the availability of Onna eDiscovery In-place Preservation.
While Onna eDiscovery customers have always been able to preserve their data within Onna's centralized archive, In-place
Preservation offers customers the additional choice to preserve data within the source application.
In today’s remote working world, placing and managing in-app legal holds and preservations has become an increasingly
complex challenge, often involving many custodians and a variety of file types stored across multiple cloud applications.
Having to apply and manage legal holds separately across numerous applications requires more time, which puts data at
risk of being deleted or changed during the process.

Onna eDiscovery In-place Preservation simplifies and reduces risk in the legal hold process by allowing IT or legal
departments to upload a list of targeted custodians into Onna eDiscovery, select their applications, and execute
preservations across each of those applications in a single action.
“Two of the biggest concerns attorneys have with using technology to preserve targeted data is the lack of consistency in
the execution of preservation across all applications, and the lack of trust that all data has been adequately preserved
within those applications,” said Jose Lazares, chief product officer at Onna. "By enabling data preservation both in Onna
and in source systems with a single click, we are providing that consistency and enabling a legal hold process that attorneys
can trust. "

Ironclad Connect extends functionality to counterparties
Leading digital contracting platform Ironclad in March announced the launch of Ironclad Connect, which lets customers
extend Ironclad's functionality to their counterparties.
Connect creates a centralized view of activity for both parties with comments, task assignments, track changes, and
reference documentation for a given contract. While in beta, teams using Connect reported accelerated contract
completion times by up to 43%, according to Ironclad. "Contract negotiation has always been a convoluted process,
primarily because traditional tools like Word and email fragment communication – rather than centralize it," said Ironclad
senior VP of product, Steven Yan. "Ironclad Connect allows teams to share Ironclad's powerful functionality with their
counterparties in order to collaborate more effectively. By baking collaboration directly into the contracting experience,
Ironclad Connect helps teams and counterparties work with each other to reach common ground faster and more
efficiently."

PRODUCT LAUNCHES
APAC
LAWCADIA UNVEILS NATIVE DOCUMENT AND EMAIL MANAGEMENT
An enriched Microsoft Outlook integration now enables emails and attachments to be saved directly into Lawcadia's matter
management platform, without navigating away from the inbox.
It also provides easy single-click access to the most recent matters, as well as the ability to generate a new workflow,
straight from the inbox.
“The highly configurable nature of the Lawcadia platform with the Lawcadia Intelligence automation engine is a
technological game-changer in the legal operation space,” he said.

“It brings together all the strengths that makes Lawcadia the total solution for in-house legal teams and their law firms as it
encompasses the two-sided, highly transparent functionality required to effectively manage the entire matter lifecycle”.
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